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ABSTRACT

Cloud Computing has the ability to provide on-demand access to a shared resource pool. It has completely changed
the way businesses are managed, implement applications, and provide services. The rise in popularity has led to
a significant increase in the user demand for services. However, in cloud environments efficient load balancing
is essential to ensure optimal performance and resource utilization. This systematic review targets a detailed
description of load balancing techniques including static and dynamic load balancing algorithms. Specifically,
metaheuristic-based dynamic load balancing algorithms are identified as the optimal solution in case of increased
traffic. In a cloud-based context, this paper describes load balancing measurements, including the benefits and
drawbacks associated with the selected load balancing techniques. It also summarizes the algorithms based on
implementation, time complexity, adaptability, associated issue(s), and targeted QoS parameters. Additionally, the
analysis evaluates the tools and instruments utilized in each investigated study. Moreover, comparative analysis
among static, traditional dynamic and metaheuristic algorithms based on response time by using the CloudSim
simulation tool is also performed. Finally, the key open problems and potential directions for the state-of-the-art
metaheuristic-based approaches are also addressed.
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1 Introduction

Cloud Computing has globally evolved as a transformative paradigm. Data is systematically
stored, processed, and accessed through the internet as opposed to just one unit of individual hardware
or a workplace network [1]. In contrast to conventional techniques that depend on specific hardware
components or regional networks, cloud computing makes use of the internet to provide scalable and
effective access to a wide variety of services, software programs, and platforms. Large data centers built
to optimize operational efficiency house these services [2]. Cloud service providers utilize a variety of
models to deliver the services. IaaS (infrastructure as a service), PaaS (platform as a service), and SaaS
(software as a service) are the three widely used methods [3,4]. These frameworks are often depicted
as pyramids due to the increasing levels of abstraction.
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The widespread acceptance of cloud computing in the commercial domain is mostly due to its
intuitive user interfaces and strong security protocols. This encompasses services like Amazon, Azure,
and Google engine. Other educational and corporate service providers have also gained popularity in
recent years by offering the services at reasonable prices while maintaining high levels of competence
[5]. The way computational operations have dealt with vast amounts of data has been made possible
by cloud services. These services have captured people’s attention and supported a variety of financial
operations. It has been attracting a significant number of individuals who, upon accepting their
requests, utilize its services and subsequently remunerate the appropriate amount for the duration of
resource usage [6]. However, Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) face significant challenges in optimizing,
scaling, and securing applications while maintaining high user satisfaction levels due to the increasing
demand for cloud computing. This is where the load balancer (LB) plays a crucial role. As depicted
in Fig. 1, the load balancer is a fully distributed software-defined solution designed to distribute user
traffic evenly across multiple back-end services, hereby averting congestion and guaranteeing minimal
latency.

Figure 1: Load balancer in a cloud computing environment

The role of the load balancer is to select the server instance by using an algorithm. The selection of
an optimal load balancing algorithm is the aim of researchers due to the heterogeneity of VMs. There
are multiple possibilities of mappings, which make the assignment of tasks an NP-hard problem [7,8].
Furthermore, there are several regulatory and compliance considerations that need to be considered
when implementing load balancing techniques in cloud computing environments. Data privacy laws
ensure that the processed data via a load balancer must comply with security-related rules. The load
balancing configurations must support confidentiality and integrity in the case of healthcare cloud-
based applications for maximizing patients’ satisfaction [9,10]. Financial Services regulations also need
improved security; the load balancing algorithms also comply with these policies to secure sensitive
financial data [11]. Load balancing methodologies must respect legal constraints associated when the
offered application being globally accessible.

The scalability and efficiency of the load balancing techniques in large-scale cloud deployments
are critically significant considerations to ensure optimal resource utilization. Scalability considera-
tions involve efficient management incoming requests from multiple data centers, intelligent decision-
making capability while considering the real-time information of resources, ability to deal with
a sudden spike in traffic, and auto-adjust server instances based on the incoming user requests
[12,13]. While efficiency considerations entail preventing server overutilization or underutilization,
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continuously monitoring server health, tracking failed nodes, migrating resources, ensuring high
availability for critical applications [14], minimizing overhead, and simplifying algorithm complexity.
Additionally, high adaptability to server capabilities and user retention is also crucial for dynamic
allocation efficiency [15]. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are used in services-oriented clouds for
negotiating services between CSPs and customers [16]. Because the specifications are known prior,
static schedulers [17] can perform the scheduling of resources effectively in this situation. In this area
of study, heuristic and meta-heuristic schedulers [18–21] are used to identify the best scheduling. Given
the enormous search space of potential solutions, meta-heuristics can better serve the goal of arriving
at a better answer while examining an extensive search space.

1.1 Research Objectives

The primary objective of this study is to present an overview of load balancing studies conducted in
cloud computing that utilize metaheuristic algorithms, along with their evolution. The study examines
modern approaches to load balancing and various hybrid techniques, covering the period from 2010 to
2024. The existing load balancing methods are analyzed in a logical structure. The aim is to provide a
clear and accurate understanding of the underlying algorithms employed in each approach. To achieve
this, it is essential to investigate the research conducted on load balancing in the context of cloud
computing, starting from the introduction of static algorithms and progressing to the current state-of-
the-art techniques. The prime objectives of this study are summarized as follows:

1. To present a detailed review of the evolution of load balancing algorithms.
2. To highlight the advantages and disadvantages associated with load balancing algorithms.
3. To present a detailed summary of load balancing algorithms.
4. To discuss how metaheuristic algorithms outperform other static and traditional dynamic

algorithms.
5. To show a detailed comparative analysis based on trends of the targeted papers and QoS of

some state-of-the-art metaheuristic-based load balancing algorithms in a cloud computing
environment.

6. To offer recommendations and provide an in-depth analysis based on the reviewed literature.

1.2 Research Motivation

The motivation behind this systematic review is to present a complete evolution of load balancing
algorithms along with advantages and disadvantages [22]. To provide assistance to future researchers
in selecting appropriate algorithm(s) for enhancing load balancer performance. In order to reduce
the implementation and migration cost of the data center (DC) through resource consumption
optimization [23,24] and resource efficiency [25–29], load balancing is a fundamental requirement
for the effective utilization of cloud computing. Additionally, it contributes in achieving required QoS
[30]. To properly exploit the massive scale computer. Additionally, it plays a vital role in achieving
optimal hardware performance in data centers. Load balancing is crucial in cloud computing to
effectively manage the high volume of user demands. It is worth noting that despite the extensive
research conducted on load balancing in the cloud, there is a scarcity of published surveys in this
area [12,20,31–33]. The relevant surveys in the area of load balancing in Cloud Computing are
[34–37]. These surveys provide only a brief explanation of the working of the load balancing algorithms
proposed by researchers [38,39]. Furthermore, many of these review papers have limitations in terms
of the factors used to analyze the performance parameters of load balancing. These QoS parameters
include response time, migration cost, energy conservation, throughput, convergence, and scalability
[40–45]. None of the existing reviews has provided an appropriate classification for classifying various
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load balancing strategies. To provide researchers with an operational level understanding of state-of-
the-art techniques for load balancing in the cloud environment, the current study aims to conduct
a thorough and systematic analysis of these techniques. Even some surveys are targeting a single
specific technique [46]. The workings of various load balancing algorithms introduced for cloud-based
applications in recent years are clearly and precisely studied in this study.

The rest of the paper comprises of the following sections. The background and organization of
the review are covered in Section 2. A detailed literature review is provided in Section 3. In Section 3.1,
static load balancing algorithms are presented. In Section 3.2, the details of dynamic algorithms are
presented to facilitate load balancing in cloud computing. The summary of the static and dynamic
algorithms, along with their respective benefits and drawbacks, is presented in Section 4. Section 5
presents the comparative analysis of the systematically reviewed research papers based on QoS
parameters and certain other criteria. Section 6 presents the conclusion to elaborate the effectiveness
of the metaheuristic-based algorithms used for load balancing in cloud computing along with the
future directions.

2 Background and Review Organization

The survey structure includes a comprehensive list of research publications, sources of data, and
investigation criteria that are described in the subsequent paragraphs.

2.1 Research Questions

The following are the main research questions that are examined and eventually support the
presented systematic review:

1) What is the purpose of load balancing in cloud computing, and why is it important?
2) What are the primary load-balancing algorithms categories in cloud computing?
3) What is the fundamental concept behind metaheuristic algorithms?
4) What are the potential trade-offs associated with different load balancing techniques in terms

of resource utilization, response time, and overall system performance?
5) How would metaheuristic algorithms be used to optimize current cloud computing challenges?
6) What potential advantages and effects might the hybrid metaheuristic algorithms have on the

QoS metrics of cloud computing efficiency?

The questions can be addressed by delivering precise and effective Cloud backend services
and ensuring optimal load balancing based on the review paper and according to the researcher’s
guidelines. The conclusive answers are presented below:

1) What is the purpose of load balancing in cloud computing, and why is it important?

As Amazon is using its own load balancer, but still when the user requests are increased
exponentially, they are not routed to targets due to high network congestion. Therefore, cloud services
need load balancing. The workload can be divided through load balancing in accordance with the
resources offered. Its objective is to maintain continuous response by making available and disposing
off application versions and making appropriate use of resources in the scenario that any service
component fails [47]. Reduced response time for operations and optimal resource utilization boosts
device performance at a lower cost attributable to load balancing. It also seeks to assure sustainability
and adaptability for operations whose scale will increase soon and require increased services in terms
of various resources to assist any given service, as well as to prioritize those operations that must
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be done immediately in contrast to others. The capacity of load balancing to reduce energy usage
[48,49], prevent bottlenecks, improve scalability [50], offer maintenance, and satisfy QoS requirements
is another key reason for adapting it [51].

2) What are the primary load-balancing algorithms categories in cloud computing?

Load balancing in Cloud Computing is divided into two types, i.e., static and dynamic algorithms.
Frameworks with limited changes in demand should use static algorithms [52,53]. The traffic is
distributed equally among the servers in a static mechanism. This algorithm needs a prior under-
standing of the system resources. The selection of when to shift the load is not contingent on the
system’s present condition because the processing units’ efficiency will be assessed at the very beginning
of execution [22,54]. In continuously changing and distributed infrastructures, dynamic algorithms
produce improved outcomes. These techniques offer greater flexibility. Dynamic methods can consider
the qualities’ variations over time. The main benefit of this approach is that task transfer for execution
is dependent on the environment’s present state, which can assist to increase system efficiency in terms
of QoS parameters [55].

3) What is the fundamental concept behind metaheuristic algorithms?

Metaheuristic algorithms are search techniques created to locate a suitable answer to an optimiza-
tion challenge that is extensive and challenging to address. In this real-world with scarcity of resources,
it is crucial to develop a close-to-optimal strategy based on faulty or insufficient knowledge it can be
computational power and time. One of the most significant developments in operational research over
the past 20 years has been the development of metaheuristics for resolving these optimization issues
[56]. Scholars that have written extensively about numerous applications of metaheuristic methods to
deal with non-linear non-convex optimization problems thoroughly examine these approaches. Some
NP-hard (nondeterministic polynomial time) problems in evolutionary computation are challenging
(i.e., in reasonable run time). Because of this, optimization approaches, iterative approaches, and pure
greedy approaches are typically less effective in generating effective responses than metaheuristics
[57]. An exceptionally demanding optimization technique must be used to reach global optimality
and contribute to an optimal scheduling.

Different fields can benefit greatly from the use of metaheuristics. Multi-objective functions
having non-linear requirements with certain limitations are the fundamental building blocks of many
optimization challenges [58]. For instance, because they are largely non-linear, most optimization
challenges in engineering call for solutions to multi-objective problems. The development of the
optimization problem to tackle optimized solution, on the other hand, is difficult when dealing with AI
and machine learning problems, which heavily rely on massive datasets. As a result, metaheuristics are
essential for assisting in the resolution of real-world challenges that are hard to solve using traditional
optimization mechanisms [59,60].

4) What are the potential trade-offs associated with different load balancing techniques in terms
of resource utilization, response time, and overall system performance?

The selection among static, traditional dynamic and metaheuristic-based load balancing algo-
rithms involves the potential trade-offs associated with different load balancing techniques in terms
of resource utilization, response time, and overall system performance. Following are the comparisons
of each technique based on the mentioned parameters.

Static load balancing techniques are easy to implement and take less computation time. These
techniques degrade in terms of scalability and availability in dynamic environments. They are not
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able to manage unpredictable changes in the incoming user requests therefore they lead to inefficient
resource utilization. Additionally, an imbalanced resource distribution is experienced by these tech-
niques as some of the data centers are underutilized and some are over utilized [17]. Under static
incoming traffic scenarios, the static algorithms perform well but if they face variations in the traffic
then the response time eventually increases because their adaptability to changing environments is very
limited. The overall performance of these algorithms is efficient in the case of stable environments.
On the other hand, in the case of dynamic environments, the inability to adapt to shifts in server
availability or demand might lead to a degradation in the cloud infrastructure’s overall performance
[61]. Traditional Dynamic load balancing techniques are adaptable to changing user requests and
server availability. They can manage unpredictable variations in the incoming user requests therefore
they lead to efficient resource utilization [62]. Additionally, a balanced resource distribution is
experienced by these techniques as none of the data centers are underutilized or over utilized. They can
improve user satisfaction by reallocating the resources depending on the current state of the allocated
resources and incoming user requests. This dynamic resource management reduces the response time
and improves availability, but it requires continuous monitoring [63]. These algorithms generally
experience the overhead associated with dynamic allocation of resources and the run-time assignment
can also degrade the performance in terms of response time. It is observed that the overall performance
of these algorithms outperforms the static algorithms. But their complex nature still creates other
challenges and possible traffic congestion [64].

Metaheuristic-based load balancing techniques are not only highly adaptable to changing user
requests and server availability but also offer improved optimization. They can optimally handle
challenging resource distribution issues, which improves the utilization of resources. The efficiency of
resource distribution can be further improved by considering the configuration setup and coefficient
assignments. These artificial intelligence (AI)-based algorithms efficiently map incoming traffic to
available resources and ultimately reduce response time to a considerable degree. By adjusting to
a variety of dynamic scenarios, handling a sudden spike in traffic, improving convergence, and
identifying effective distribution strategies, these techniques can significantly enhance the overall
system performance [65].

5) How would metaheuristic algorithms be used to optimize current cloud computing challenges?

The distinctive topic Metaheuristics in Cloud Computing is a collection of several offerings
that use advanced stochastic optimization methods including computational mathematics and meta-
heuristics in order to improve the state-of-the-art of decision-support systems in the context of cloud
computing [66–69]. By reducing the number of unused servers, Faragardi et al. [70] also addressed
the scheduling of resources for real-time software in cloud data centers. Employing a method based
on metaheuristics, the researchers formalized the analyzed challenge as an integer-linear optimization
challenge. Yousefipour et al. [71] proposed to optimize the consolidation approach for minimizing the
overall quantity of operational physical servers in order to lower power consumption and expenses in
cloud data centers. Li [72] implemented methods of dynamic and task-type-dependent servers’ speed
control that are used to maximize the efficiency of the data center and reduce the power consumption
of a data center with diverse workloads. The paper specifically addressed the issue of determining the
optimal load distribution and data center speed configuration for various classes of services running
on heterogeneous systems with varying capabilities.
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6) What potential advantages and effects might the hybrid metaheuristic algorithms have on the
QoS metrics of cloud computing efficiency?

Several researchers [73–75] have highlighted the potential advantages and effects that the
hybrid metaheuristic algorithms might have on the QoS metrics of cloud computing efficiency.
Alboaneen et al. [76] came to the conclusion that employing hybrid metaheuristic approaches can
benefit from both techniques. The benefits of the alternative technique can compensate for the
weaknesses of the first. The effectiveness of the approach or the rate at which metaheuristic approaches
approach convergence can both be improved by hybrid metaheuristic approaches. Rahman et al. ’s
[77] dynamic hybrid heuristics algorithm makes use of the dynamic characteristics relying on
metaheuristics in addition to the load level improvement capabilities of metaheuristic based methods.
Javanmrdi et al. [78] provided a hybrid approach that accounts for task scheduling while drastically
reducing on overall response time and costs. The goal of this suggestion is to use fuzzy theory to
improve the conventional Genetic algorithm and lower the number of iterations required to create
a swarm. Simulations show that the presented technique is efficient in terms of execution time,
computation complexity, and the degree of imbalance.

2.2 Search Engines Selection Criteria

This study focused on metaheuristic-based algorithms and provided a thorough explanation of
load balancing in a cloud setting. The following keywords were used: cloud computing, load balancing,
static algorithms, dynamic algorithms, metaheuristic algorithms, QoS parameters, and issues with
cloud load balancing. The details of the search engines are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Selected search engines for the review

Journal Link (Accessed date)

IEEE Xplore https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/ (accessed on 17 Mar 2024)
ACM https://acm.org/ (accessed on 10 Feb 2024)
Academia https://academia.edu/ (accessed on 30 Jan 2024)
Science direct https://sciencedirect.com (accessed on 15 Mar 2024)
Taylor and Francis https://www.taylorandfrancis.com (accessed on 15 Jan 2024)
Hindawi https://www.hindawi.com (accessed on 8 Feb 2024)
Elsevier https://www.elsevier.com (accessed on 16 Mar 2024)
Springer https://springer.com (accessed on 16 Mar 2024)

2.3 Data Collections Criteria

A variety of data sources were considered for this study. The primary sources for gathering
corresponding research papers were Google Scholar, research papers, books, and webpages. The
percentages of different published studies that were examined during the period from 2010 to 2024,
based on year and sources are also shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
https://acm.org/
https://academia.edu/
https://sciencedirect.com
https://www.taylorandfrancis.com
https://www.hindawi.com
https://www.elsevier.com
https://springer.com
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Figure 2: The number (with percentage) of reviewed research papers from 2010 to 2024

Figure 3: The percentage of sources reviewed from 2010 to 2024

2.4 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The gathered papers for research were then required to adhere to standards of assessment for
inclusion and exclusion. Any manuscripts were excluded after the initial abstract assessments. An Excel
sheet is used to organize the data extracted from the relevant papers and generate summary statistics.
The main criteria for inclusion and exclusion are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Decision of inclusion and exclusion criterion for paper selection

The rules followed for selecting research content

Inclusion A professionally demonstrated research paper.
Comprehensive research conducted in load balancing in cloud computing.

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

The rules followed for selecting research content

A comprehensive explanation of both static and dynamic load balancing methods for
cloud computing.
Research introducing the idea of load balancing algorithms based on metaheuristics
that improves the QoS parameters.
A detailed paper is written in the English Language.

Exclusion A research study that does not highlight the challenge of load balancing.
A study that focuses on cloud computing issues other than scheduling tasks and
utilization of resources.
A paper not written in English Language.
A research study that does not highlight the challenge of load balancing.

3 Review of Static and Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms for Cloud Computing

The need for online provisioning of services has grown due to the recent evolution of cloud
computing. Consequently, there is now a higher demand for cloud servers and more traffic that needs
to be managed. A better load balancer that spreads the incoming traffic across several instances
is required to handle the ongoing increase in incoming tasks [14]. This lessens the possibility of
performance issues, reduces the amount of time it takes for a task to respond, and improves resource
efficiency [79]. Many cloud-based businesses use both static and dynamic load balancing techniques.
Based on performance indicators, Sowjanya et al. [80] provided a critical analysis of different load
balancing strategies. Hota et al. [81] provided a thorough explanation and comparative analysis of
several load balancing techniques. The paper also discusses the benefits and drawbacks of each of the
most advanced methods, which may inspire academics to develop load balancing algorithms more
extensively. The following specific criterions are used to select the load balancing techniques for the
systematic review:

• Most targeted research papers contain relevance to load balancing in cloud computing pub-
lished recently. Older papers are only considered if they offer underlying ideas or analogies,
contingent on the review’s scope.

• The load balancing algorithms must have a diverse range of quality-of-service parameters
so that the review can support future researchers in taking advantage of the complementary
benefits of multiple algorithms.

• Algorithms that have substantial amount of research literature are more likely to be included
in the review. As they provide ample information for comparative analysis.

• Each technique has distinct applications and challenges and can be applied to various cloud
computing load balancing scenarios. In that way researchers can have a clear understanding of
various algorithms that may perform differently under different circumstances.

The highlighted approaches typically revolve around dynamic user requests, scalability, availabil-
ity, fault tolerance, reducing makespan, optimal cost, and efficient energy in research publications
that highlight the problem of load balancing in cloud infrastructure. Therefore, the load balancing
techniques that address the mentioned critical challenges posed by cloud computing environments
can ultimately support improving resource utilization, reducing response time, and the effectiveness of
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costs by solving these basic issues and facilitating the hassle-free and effective provisioning of cloud
computing services.

According to the published literature it became clear that only a small number of research studies
addressed load balancing approaches based on metaheuristic methodologies. Now, a thorough review
of static and dynamic load balancing algorithms is provided in the following section.

3.1 Static Load Balancing Algorithms for Cloud Computing

Frameworks with limited changes in demand should use static algorithms [82]. The traffic is
distributed equally among the servers in a static mechanism. This algorithm needs prior understanding
of the system resources. The selection of when to shift the load is not contingent on the system’s present
condition because the processing units’ efficiency will be assessed at the very beginning of execution
[17,54,83]. The round-robin strategy is used by the round-robin (R-R) load balancing technique [84]
to distribute workloads. It chooses the first data center randomly and then evenly distributes jobs
across the remaining data centers. When the load is evenly distributed among methods, this has the
benefit of reduced response time. On the other hand, various procedures have varied processing speeds;
some nodes might always be substantially busy while others might remain underutilized. Consequently,
weighted round robin was developed to address a few significant problems with the R-R algorithm.
Each of the instances in this technique was given a weight, and the instance with the highest weight
obtained additional connections. The DCs will receive balanced traffic if every weight has the same
value [85]. As a method of attempting to keep each node active, Wang et al. [86] recommended the
opportunistic load balancing algorithm. As a result, it does not consider the current tasks of each
machine. Irrespective of the data center’s current traffic load, the algorithm distributes incomplete
tasks to accessible nodes randomly. Although some DCs are available, bottlenecks will develop since
the proposed technique does not account for the node’s execution time, which causes the task to be
executed more slowly. In a survey, Aslam et al. [87] discussed Min-Min and Max-Min algorithms for
load balancing in cloud computing.

All the static load balancing algorithms have the problem that jobs cannot be transferred to
another machine to balance the current incoming traffic while they are being executed. They can
only be transferred after they have been assigned to the processors or VMs. Most of the time, these
approaches handle heterogeneity by manually adjusting the environment. As a result, the data centers
are first classified according to their static characteristics, which include processing power, memory,
and storage capacity. Due to this manual initial configurational setup, they can not adjust to dynamic
variations, which means that regular manual modifications may be needed to sustain performance in
a heterogeneous environment. Because the nature of the cloud is dynamic and unconstrained, with
high user retention, it is necessary to build algorithms that respond to the actual present system state
in order to make decisions on the transfer of loads..

3.2 Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms for Cloud Computing

In continuously changing and distributed infrastructures, dynamic algorithms produce improved
outcomes. These techniques offer greater flexibility. Dynamic methods can take into account the
variations of qualities over time [88]. The main benefit of this approach is that task transfer for
execution is dependent on the present state of the environment, which can help increase system
efficiency in terms of QoS parameters [55].
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3.2.1 Traditional Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms for Cloud Computing

Researchers declare [55,87] the Throttled Load Balancing algorithm as an appropriate approach
for VMs. The load balancer ensures that the collection of functional VMs in the system is kept up to
date. Whenever a connection request is made, the load balancer scans the referencing table. If a VM
is readily available, is chosen to complete the task. Another variant of the Dynamic Load Balancer
is the “Equally Spread Current Execution Load Balancing Algorithm” [89,90]. This algorithm keeps
track of all active VMs and their workloads. Whenever a request comes in, the load balancer searches
the list of VMs and assigns the request to a specific VM that can manage it. This approach evenly
distributes the load among all VMs. Another dynamic load balancing algorithm is Random Sampling
[90]. Domanal et al. [91] presented dynamic algorithm for load balancing named Modified Throttled,
which focuses on optimally distributing workloads to available VMs. These traditional dynamic
load balancing algorithms including least connections (LC), weighted least connections (WLC) and
Reduced Response Time (RRT), outperform the static load balancing algorithms. However, there is
still a need to further improve the load balancer’s quality of service parameters for better performance.

Traditional dynamic load balancing techniques keep track of the available data centers’ processing
power, busy VMs and storage capacity at runtime. In this way, they assign incoming traffic to data
centers with improved resource utilization. These tasks, including VM assignment, also depend on the
past outcomes and learnings from globally diverse environments. Therefore, they efficiently manage
the heterogeneity of cloud environments. Furthermore, due to feedback-based learning they take time
to decide on the optimal solution and may experience failure in complex spaces [34].

3.2.2 Metaheuristic Based Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms for Cloud Computing

Contrary to traditional dynamic load balancing techniques, Metaheuristic-based load balancing
algorithms are the best option for dealing with the heterogeneity of cloud environment. Their
properties that provide a global optimization, customization, high adaptability and efficient response
to varying capabilities and load variations make them a robust solution [92,93].

A PSO-based rescheduling strategy for cloud-based systems was offered by Pandey et al. [94] and
it considers the expenses of both computing and data traffic. The computation and connectivity costs
of a workflow application are changed to conduct experiments. Wu et al. [95] suggested an updated
discrete-PSO scheduling technique that divides workloads across cloud services while taking network
connection and computing costs into account. Zamfirache et al. [96] proposed two types of schedulers:
evolutionary and ant-based. The choice of the most appropriate operators is examined for each one,
as well as various memory-based processes, to evaluate how well they can adapt to the dynamic
cloud environment. According to Nishant et al. [97], ant colony optimization (ACO) is improved and
implemented from the perspective of cloud or grid network architectures with the primary goal of
managing the load of data centers. According to Csorba et al.’s [98] hypothesis, implementing self-
organizing techniques for system reconfiguration can improve such frameworks’ manageability and
capacity for change. Sesum-Cavic et al. [99] described the preliminary results of a unique strategy
to efficiently manage the incoming load inspired by Artificial bee social behavior. Considering load
balancing to be a multi-objective challenge [100], Kołodziej et al. [101] designed a hierarchical based
genetic lolad balancer. Eventually it improves the response time and makespan.

Zhang et al. [102] utilized Ant colony and Complex system-Theory. This research utilizes several
of the elements of the older Ant Colony approaches, which were developed to provide resource
provisioning in cloud environments, are built into the suggested method. This method also considers
the characteristics of Complex Networks. Hu et al. [103] described a GA based scheduling technique
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for balancing the load of VM services. This approach evaluates the impact ahead by using past statistics
and the contemporary state of the system, and then can choose the least-effective alternative, ensuring
the desired load balancing and reducing or avoiding dynamic transfer. Ge et al. [104] offered a new
scheduler that evaluates the full set of jobs in the work queue before making a scheduling choice.
The novel scheduling algorithm uses a genetic algorithm as its optimum mechanism. Accessing and
scheduling cloud online services is always a difficult task, according to Mukherjee et al. [105].

An expedient method for resolving grid task scheduling issues was presented by Chen et al. [106]
in their conventional PSO metaheuristic technique. Rahman et al.’s [77] dynamic hybrid heuristics
algorithm makes use of the dynamic characteristics of approaches relying on metaheuristics in
addition to the load level improvement capabilities of metaheuristic metaheuristic-basedcu and
Frincu et al. [107] described an approach for achieving service high-availability and ability tolerate
faults while lowering application costs and maximizing resources load. You et al. [108] presented
Ursa to provide time-responsive distribution alternatives for computing and enables cost-effective
task scheduling while scalable to large systems. In order to solve the load balancing problem in
cloud services, Zhu et al. [109] first demonstrated how multi-agent genetic techniques outperform
traditional GA. Researchers next develop a load balancing system based on virtualization resource
tracking and management. Xu et al. [110] proposed a novel data allocation balancing model to
improve cloud performance and scalability in data-intensive scenarios like distributed data mining.
The optimum placements are chosen for a scheduling methodology developed by Paul et al. [111] using
the Lexi-search strategy. Task scheduling has been considered as a general allocation issue to determine
the lowest cost. To construct a cost matrix, a probabilistic component based on some of the most
important parameters of efficient scheduling algorithms, such as task entry, task holding duration, and
the most crucial task computation in a system, is employed. Zhang et al. [112] proposed an ant colony
and genetic algorithm-based adaptive combination. The Genetic Algorithm’s preliminary response
was converted into the pheromone initial quantity that the ACO algorithm was needed to achieve
the best outcome. The time restricted scheduling challenge was addressed by Jian et al. [113] using a
Simulated Annealing method inspired by heuristics. Processing of operations and data transfer make
up the scheduling cost.

Kim et al. [114] presented a binary artificial bee colony approach for grid computing to intel-
ligently manage task scheduling. Fan et al. [115] suggested a load balancing technique based on
simulated annealing. In a cloud computing framework, the goal is to tackle the resource allocation
and scheduling issue. Lagaros [116] discussed how parallel processing power can be used in meta-
heuristic optimization by employing the candidate solutions handling evolution initiatives method’s
physical parallelization functionality, as well as in repetitive structural analyses required for assessing
behavioral restrictions and estimating objective functions. Rana et al. [117] regarded load balancing
to be a significant concern. The study provides an overview of numerous available strategies that
can be used to improve resource use. Farahnakian et al. [118] discussed the key difficulty in cloud-
based technology is to minimize data center energy consumption while meeting QoS standards.
Raju et al. [119] addressed numerous techniques to energy conservation, each of which has its own set
of drawbacks, for instance time-complexity and convergence delay. To allocate resources and conserve
energy, an effective algorithm is created by combining the features of echo-localizing and hibernating.
Javanmrdi et al. [78] provided a hybrid approach to task scheduling that accounts for task scheduling
while drastically reducing on overall response time and costs. The goal of this suggestion is to use fuzzy
theory to improve the conventional Genetic algorithm and lower the number of iterations required
to create a swarm. Simulations show that the presented technique is efficient in terms of execution
time, computation complexity, and degree of Imbalance. Xue et al. [120] presented the Ant Colony
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Optimizer to achieve this task scheduling. The proposed algorithm can adapt to a changing cloud
infrastructure. It will not only reduce the time it takes to schedule tasks, but it will also keep the load
balance of virtual machines in the data center. Overall incoming traffic balancing, throughput, and
makespan are optimized by using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) by Chitra et al. [121]; attempt
to find an optimal workflow schedule. The recommended algorithm’s usefulness is demonstrated by
experimental findings. With a larger number of workloads, the proposed technique is more practical
as the environment of the cloud is dynamic by nature. Kalra et al. [122] identified scheduling as being
among the relevant research concerns that must be rectified if significant performance is to be achieved.
According to studies, metaheuristic-based strategies have been shown to generate near-optimal results
for such issues in an acceptable amount of duration.

Wen et al. [123] introduced a novel scalable VM reallocation technique centered on the Ant Colony
Optimization metaheuristic technique. Experiments reveal that this suggested approach improves
conventional rescheduling techniques in terms of attaining system load balancing, lowering the
frequency of reallocations, and preserving required quality of service standards. Cho et al. [124]
developed ACO with particle swarm optimization (ACO PS), which combines ACO and PSO to tackle
the VM scheduling dilemma. ACO PS forecasts using past data despite extra job knowledge, the
strain of new incoming data requests to adjust to dynamic contexts ACO PS additionally eliminates
queries that cannot be fulfilled before scheduling to reduce the scheduling-computational effort
of the procedure. The suggested approach outperforms the alternatives, according to experimental
evaluations, in maintaining load balancing in a dynamic environment. Shojafar et al. [125] introduced
FUGE, a hybrid method that uses fuzzy logic and GA to balance loads effectively while considering
cost and overall response time. The researchers enhance the conventional genetic algorithm and use
fuzzy theory to construct an improved technique to optimize GA efficiency in terms of computation
time. Sliwko et al. [126] provided a conceptual framework of cloud resources allocation, taking
into account numerous types of resources as well as service migration costs. Dasgupta et al. [127]
suggested a GA-inspired algorithm that strives to maintain the load on the cloud infrastructure
while attempting to reduce the make span of a certain collection of incoming requests. Artificial Bee
Colonies, Ant Colony Systems, Genetic, and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms are all included
in the presented survey by Farrag et al. [128]. The research paper also suggests that an ALO-based
cloud computing infrastructure be implemented as an efficient technique that will provide better load
balancing results.

Davydov et al. [129] considered the server load balancing challenge that arises from cloud
computing’s ideal web hosting. Researchers devised a VNS-based methodology. The algorithm’s
effectiveness is demonstrated through computational studies on real-world and dynamically created
test cases. Beegom et al. [130] used a genetic algorithm methodology to concurrently optimize the
two main purposes, i.e., makespan and cost. Pan et al. [131] recommended using an improved particle
technique. This method considers the features of complex networks to produce an efficient resource job
distribution mechanism. The simulation results showed that this approach may enhance resource usage
and cloud task scheduling. Aslanzadeh et al. [132] provided a unique load balancing methodology
inspired by the endocrine technique, which is affected by the regulatory behavior of the hormonal
mechanism. Alboaneen et al. [76] came to the conclusion that employing hybrid metaheuristic
approaches can benefit from both techniques. Gasior et al. [133] presented a completely online resource
allocator based on the Sandpile CA model for dynamic load balancing and reallocation of resources.
When a given VM discovers any imbalances, it sends out an unending stream of jobs to his neighbors,
which can spread across the system until a new sense of balance is reached.
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Masdari et al. [134] carried out a critical investigation of workflow rescheduling methods for
cloud data centers. The Memetic algorithm, proposed by Sabar et al. [135], is a hybrid approach
that fuses population-based iterative and incremental model with local search technique. The topic
of load balancing and the corresponding future developments are highlighted by Milani et al. [34].
The techniques for load balancing that have been reviewed so far have been systematically reviewed.
Alboaneen et al. [136] minimized energy consumption and service level agreement (SLA) violations
by tackling the VMP challenge with a glowworm swarm optimization (GSO) technique. Simulation
findings indicate that the GSO-VMP strategy outperforms currently used conventional metaheuristic-
based approaches. According to Madni et al. [137], for resource optimization in IaaS cloud-based
solutions, a number of scheduling strategies are already available, though opinions on how well they
function are divided. In an initiative to shorten the makespan and use resources as economically
as possible. Rajput et al. [138] developed a genetic algorithm-based enhanced load balanced min-
min (ILBMM) technique (GA). The CloudSim application was used, and the simulated outcomes
demonstrate that it outperforms the existing strategies on with the same objectives.

The goal of Acharya et al. [139] to perform effective resource scheduling algorithm in the cloud.
This method develops a suitable resources job distribution framework by considering the special
qualities of complex networks. Agnihotri et al. [140] worked on reducing dirty storage during virtual
machine live transfer. The data center environment under consideration is a heterogeneous one, with
physical hosts with varying configurations. Dave et al. [141] has proposed PSO based algorithm to
figure out a better way to the dilemma of cloud computing resource distribution and task scheduling.
Gamal et al. [142] presented the load balancing technique Hybrid AB (Artificial Bee) and Ant Colony
optimization (ACO) is proposed in this research. It is built on fusing important traits of Ant Colony
Optimization, like discovering effective alternatives quickly, with those of the Artificial Bee Colonies
technique, like their collaborative social behavior. To address the challenge of load-balancing in
Cloud Oriented Infrastructure, a hybrid method was suggested by Mousavi et al. [143]. Combining
Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization (TLBO) and GWO has been proposed, it can assist with
maximizing performance by distributing load among virtual servers and avoiding the difficulty of
capturing into a local ideal solution. Rjoub et al. [144] discussed that the effective loads distribution
in Cloud systems is recently a highlighted issue to solve because it is practically NP-complete. The key
contribution of the presented algorithm is to optimize the makespan. Gupta et al. [145] reduced the
makespan, computational cost, and enhances load balancing by incorporating the concept of ACO to
address the job scheduling dilemma in a cloud domain. The recommended load balancing ant colony
optimization technique (LB-ACO) shows better performance than the NSGA-II approaches in terms
of task scheduling and makespan, according to a comparison. The simulations were carried out using
CloudSim Toolkit.

Thakur et al. [146] surveyed the problem of cloud computing resource usage. The investigations
found that load balancing helps maximize resource consumption and achieve targeted parameters of
service quality in the cloud by using effective resource allocations and traffic redistribution algorithms
during schedule time and real-time execution. Nilesh et al. [147] explored and analyzed the usage of
swarm intelligence strategy Ant colony systems. Ant colony optimization as inspiration for building a
load balancing strategy in cloud environments is presented in this paper. Lagwal et al. [148] described
a GA-based solution for load balancing in cloud environment. Deepa et al. [17] provided an in-
depth comparison of static and dynamic load balancing strategies currently used in cloud service.
Tripathi et al. [149] presented a load balancing method called a hybrid strategy for optimization.

Hanine [150] addressed load balancing as one of the most difficult challenges facing VMs
in a server. It requires controlling the burden of each VM in order to improve service quality
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(QoS). The study presents many alternatives in the hopes of providing a high quality of service.
Belgacem et al. [151] depicted the characteristics of jobs and established a classification of resource
transfer scheduling methodologies. The proposed classification methods in this study are based on
several types of cloud-based task scheduling. Gohil et al. [152] addressed GWO, a relatively recent
method inspired by grey wolf social hierarchy and hunting behavior. An improved GWO (iGWO) is
suggested in this work, with an emphasis on the need for a reasonable balance between exploration
and extraction. Outcomes from simulations focusing on benchmarks for exploitation and exploration
as well as the difficulty of cloud task scheduling, show that iGWO outperforms standard GWO, HS,
ABC, and Optimization methods in terms of efficacy, cost, and stability. Dam et al. [153] defined
computational intelligence (CI) as the study of developing bio-inspired artificial entities to determine
the most likely optimal solution. The study compares the suggested method to several current
techniques such as GA-GEL, GA, SHC, and FCFS, and finds that it surpasses other algorithms and
meets the consumer’s QoS requirements. Garg et al. [154] provided a review of metaheuristic strategies.
Zhou et al. [155] presented a hybrid glowworm swarm optimization. The proposed HGSO minimizes
unnecessary computation, relies on GSO initialization, speeds convergence, and makes it easier to
escape local optima.

Luo et al. [156] offered an enhanced particle swarm optimization approach based on adaptable
weights to address the peculiarities of task assignment. The findings of this research reveal that, under
the identical settings, the upgraded_PSO technique outperforms the standard PSO method in terms of
resource utilization, efficiency, and job completion duration. Alazzam et al. [157], in a research study,
suggested a new algorithm named Water Flow Algorithm (WFA) for load balancing. To design an
effective load balancer, the suggested approach mimics the movement of water. The suggested WFA-
LB algorithm was compared to GA, Round Robin, and Min Min techniques in terms of job migration,
average speed, and the number of tasks entertained per unit time. Golchi et al. [158] provided a hybrid
algorithm inspired by firefly and enhanced PSO methods for achieving a better average demand for
providing improved quality metrics, i.e., effective task responsiveness. Jana et al. [159] have suggested a
Modified PSO technique that focuses on two key metrics in cloud scheduler: average scheduling length
and successful execution ratio. This research not only presents a modified version but also performs
a comparative analysis with Min-Minimum, Max-Min, and Basic PSO techniques. According to
simulation results, the Modified PSO approach outperforms the mentioned methods.

Farrag et al. [160] also focused on resolving load balancing challenges. The study discussed
the application of metahueristic algorithms named Ant-Lion and Grey wolf optimization in load
balancing in the Cloud based infrastructure. The research also compares the performance to those of
two well-known swarm algorithms: PSO and Firefly Algorithm (FFA). Mansouri et al. [161] achieved
better load balancing by integrating improved PSO with a Fuzzy framework. The proposed FMPSO
algorithm is analyzed using CloudSim. The simulation results present that the proposed strategy
works better than the alternatives in terms of makepan, efficiency, imbalance degree, throughput,
and task completion time. Li et al. [162] proposed an innovative resource provisioning strategy for
placing virtualized resources on the physical server cluster in a reasonable manner. Afzal et al. [163]
presented a taxonomical classification of load balancing algorithms in cloud based environment.
Kaur et al. [164] suggested ACOhm to improve makespan and cost. The two optimization load balanc-
ing techniques have been analyzed and compared to see which one is better for the suggested Hybrid
approach based Deadline-constrained, Dynamic VM Provisioning and Load Balancing (HDD-PLB)
architecture. If heuristic techniques are not integrated with other heuristic or meta-heuristic strategies,
Mapetu et al. [165] claimed that the ideal solution will not be obtained. An improved_PSOapproach
has been suggested by Valarmathi et al. [166] for boosting job scheduling performance. In this research,
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a modified PSO based on data localization is used to resolve the inertia weight allocation problem in
the current PSO algorithm for workload rescheduling. The RTPSOB algorithm, which combines the
RTPSO and the Bat algorithm, also increases efficiency. FIMPSO is a firefly-improved multi-objective
PSO algorithm that was proposed as a hybrid technique by Devaraj et al. [167]. The solution space
is reduced using the Firefly (FF) approach, and the increased response is located using the IMPSO
technique. The particle with the shortest point-to-line distance is chosen using the IMPSO technique.
The simulation outcomes demonstrate that the suggested FIMPSO model worked well when compared
to other methods. Agarwal et al. [168] discussed that there are many issues that needs to be address
by a Cloud Service Provider. An efficient load balancing method is proposed in this study to decrease
performance parameters like makespan and improve the effectiveness of cloud-based solutions.

Junaid et al. [169] showed that metaheuristic-based load balancing strategies offered better
alternatives for appropriate resource scheduling and transfer of tasks among the VMs. However,
most existing techniques only analyze a few or a few QoS indicators, ignoring a number of critical
parameters. Combining these methodologies with machine learning techniques improves their perfor-
mance effectiveness even further. Bhushan [170] recommended ACO for task scheduling and FIFO
and Round Robin for processor scheduling. The proposed technique targets makespan and response
time as quality metrics.

A new hybrid model is developed by Junaid et al. [171] that classifies the quantity of files in
the cloud using file type formatting. Audio, video, text maps, and photographs are just a few of
the media types that can be classified using Support Vector Machine on the cloud. The following
metrics are assessed in the cloud: SLA violations, relocation time, utilization, operational costs, and
optimization time.

Saber et al. [172] offered three significant upgrades to overcome this load balancing challenge.
They first introduce a heterogeneous initialized load balancing technique to conduct a suitable job
scheduling procedure that improves the makespan in the case of homogeneous or heterogeneous
components and provides a route to accomplish adequate load variation. Second, it provided a hybrid
load balancing based on genetic algorithm that combines HILB with genetic technique. Third, a
newly developed fitness function that minimizes load variance serves as the foundation for GA. The
proposed methodology is also simulated. Balaji et al. [173] discussed how every data center produces
a large carbon footprint as a result of its extensive energy demand, and consequently has negative
environmental consequences. This work used the adaptive cat swarm optimization (ACSO) algorithm
to design a load balancing mechanism to address scalability issues. Muteeh et al. [174] offered a
cloud solution based on the Multi-resource_LB Algorithm. Singh et al. [175] approached the task
to resources mapping by using a crow search inspired balancing strategy to facilitate better utilization
of resources. The proposed approach outperforms the traditional algorithm and was judged to be the
most efficient load balancing method.

Singh et al. [92] presented a review focused on several nature-inspired optimization techniques
and evaluations based on particular traits that influence the effectiveness and efficiency of their
implementation to schedule various jobs in the cloud. This study is based on scheduling parameters
like makespan and resource utilization cost. Kaviarasan et al. [176] offered improved load-balancing
for each node in the cloud by using an operator-based monarch butterfly optimization and migration
process optimizations. Because the proposed study uses population-based search instead of single-
solution search strategies, it explores more promising areas of the search space and has a higher
exploration rate. Throughout the exploration and exploitation phase, the change in convergence is
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shown to be consistently maintained. It outperforms other metaheuristic algorithms in terms of
throughput, response time, migration time, fault tolerance and energy consumption.

Elmagzoub et al. [36] presented another review of swarm intelligence-inspired load balancing
algorithms. The survey aimed to provide applicability areas, and highly targeted challenges (along
with developments) are examined. In addition, the service quality metrics such as average response
duration, DC processing duration, and other quality metrics like throughput, reliability, makespan,
energy, etc., have been analyzed. Houssein et al. [177] presented a thorough investigation. Still more
research is required to clearly identify the research gap. Thakur et al. [178] suggested RAFL, a
composite metaheuristic-based optimal resource distribution technique. A phasor particle swarm opti-
mization and dragonfly algorithm-based hybrid optimization method dubbed PPSO-DA is employed
in the conceptual methodology to develop an effective resource provisioning plan for balancing the
load optimally. The Grey Wolf Optimization algorithm was utilized by Sefati et al. [179] to ensure
optimal load balancing depending on the resource reliability competence. Using a new strategy
for improving VMs’ energy consumption and processing duration incorporated in the migration
dilemma was presented by Xu et al. [180]. This article suggests a method based on the GA and PSO
methods as it is one of the popular NP-hard problems. To get over PSO techniques’ drawbacks—
poor convergence and delayed global optimal solutions—the hybrid algorithm makes use of a GA.
Al-Wesabi et al. [181] introduced a novel integrated metaheuristics for energy efficiency resource
allocation named HMEERA. For efficient utilization of resources, the HMEERA model combines
the Group_Teaching Optimization with the Rat Swarm Optimizer algorithm. Al Reshan et al. [8]
combined PSO and GWO to improve the distribution of resources and load balancer’s performance
with optimal convergence. A combined fuzzy particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm
(FPSO-GA) was created by Mirmohseni et al. [182] by combining a fuzzy particle swarm optimization
technique.

Suresh et al. [183] suggested an improved variant of the CSO technique used by the controller
to choose the optimal baseband and remote radio head combinations after examining the QoS data
from the existing BB-RR Head arrangements. Prabhakara et al. [184] provided a procedure relying
on a hybrid support and load balancing framework that optimizes the utilization of VMs with
comparable load distributions. Gabhane et al. [185] combined ACO with the Tabu search method to
create an innovative hybrid solution. Swarm and Kubernetes are also introduced to disperse tasks
across numerous data centers while keeping in mind that no hubs should be overloaded with the
incoming requests [186]. The Google Lab engineers developed a division called Kubernetes to manage
containerized apps in a variety of circumstances [187]. Metaheuristic load balancing algorithms,
as compared to conventional dynamic algorithms, could provide more adaptable and flexible load
balancing. The research of metaheuristics-based approaches is motivated by a compelling idea to use
“collaborative intelligence”. In an environment, SI is dispersed, synchronized, and decentralized [188].
The problem of managing load on cloud infrastructures can be addressed by adopting metaheuristic-
based techniques for load balancing. An efficient solution to the high availability problem in cloud
computing has been found leveraging hybrid metaheuristic approaches [189]. Kumar et al.’s [190]
innovative hybrid metaheuristic approach was inspired by the Cat and Mouse-Based Optimizer
algorithm (CMOA) and the classic Golden Eagle Optimizer. The suggested technique improves
convergence and optimizes the load balancer’s QoS parameters by taking into consideration response
time, throughput, and server capacity. Sumathi et al. [75] additionally aimed to enhance the load
balancer’s performance with the integration of ACO and Harries Hawks Optimization algorithms. The
overall efficiency of the hybridized load balancing (HLB) algorithm is assessed based on makespan,
turnaround, waiting, execution, and response times. Geetha et al. [191] also added to further improve
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the load balancer’s performance by targeting various QoS parameters at the same time. Apart from
this recently various researchers [192–194] have proposed hybrid metaheuristic based algorithms to
further optimize the QoS parameters.

4 Summary of the Discussed Static and Dynamic Algorithms

A summary of Static, Traditional dynamic and Metaheuristic based load balancing algorithms is
presented in Tables 3–5, respectively.

Table 3: Summary of literature review based on static load balancing algorithms

Scheduling algorithms Author(s)
(Reference)

Advantages Disadvantages

Static algorithms Deepa
et al. [17]

At the time of compiling, a
choice is taken regarding load
balancing.
Spreads out the server’s traffic
equally.

Constrained to
environments with minor
fluctuations in load.
Lack the capacity to deal
with real time variations in
traffic at runtime.

Min-Min Deepa
et al. [17]

Shortest time value for
completion.
It produces the best results
when there are smaller jobs.

Starvation.
Variation in the machines
and tasks cannot be
anticipated.

Max-Min Deepa
et al. [17]

It works more conveniently
because the requirements are
known in advance.

The process of finishing
the task is lengthy.

Round-Robin Rahmawan
et al. [61]

Fairness works better for brief
CPU bursts; Fixed time
quantum; Simple to grasp.
In addition, it can also use
priority.

Larger jobs require a lot of
time.
Short quantum time leads
to more contact switching.
To produce high
performance, the task
should be the same.

Weighted round-robin Devi
et al. [195]

Takes care of the capacity of
the servers in the group.

Increases the processing
time.

Randomized
assignment

Rahmawan
et al. [61]

Simple to implement.
Better stability then round
robin.

Can lead to overloading of
one server while
under-utilization of others.

Resource-aware
min-min algorithm

Ali
et al. [196]

Improves resource utilization.
Improves makespan.

Limited performance
incoming traffic.

(Continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Scheduling algorithms Author(s)
(Reference)

Advantages Disadvantages

Max-min and
round-robin algorithm

Moses
et al. [197]

Reduced response time.
Reduced cost

Performance degrades in
case of heterogeneous
environment.

Maximum-average
algorithm

Ibrahim
et al. [198]

Improve resource utilization.
Reduced cost.

Performance degrades in
case of heterogeneity.

Best criteria suffrage
value algorithm

Chiang
et al. [199]

Improve resource utilization.
Reduced cost. Reduced
Makespan.

Convergence is not
considered.
Response time is high.

Table 4: Summary of literature review based on traditional dynamic load balancing algorithms

Scheduling algorithms Author(s) (Reference) Advantages Disadvantages

Dynamic algorithms Tong et al. [85] Real-time work
distribution.
Promote tolerance for
errors.
The system must only
be in its current
condition.

The nodes must be
checked continuously.
More complex.

Honey bee LD et al. [200] Improves throughput.
Reduces response time.

Using a VM is essential
for high priority tasks.

Ant-colony Ragmani et al. [201] Reduces the makespan.
Jobs are autonomous.
Complex in terms of
computation.

Slow convergence.

Throttled load
balancing

Duggal et al. [202] Effective Collaboration
of resources.
Allocation of tasks
involves a list.

Waiting time increases
for tasks.

Genetic algorithm Saadat et al. [188] It provides a promising
load balancing strategy
and enables better
utilization of resources.

The difficulty of
computation has
increased.
Efficiency degrades
when the search space
is widened.
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Table 5: Summary of metaheuristic based load balancing methods proposed in recent literature

Proposed method Main objective Area of interest Addressed
challenge(s)

Hybrid optimize
algorithm (HOA) [191]

Effective distribution of
VMs.

To provide optimal load
balancing.

Targets cost, energy,
response time,
makespan, and
execution time.

CMOA [190] Improved load
balancing.

To provide improved
convergence with
optimized QoS
parameters.

Targets response
time, makespan, and
throughput.

LBAA [203] Balancing the workload
of the cloud.

To ensure high rate of
resource utilization in
Cloud.

Targets response
time, makespan, and
resource utilization.

Fuzzy logic-based GA
[188]

Optimal load
distribution in the cloud
infrastructure.

Make appropriate
selections for
scheduling.

Facilitates the
optimal scheduling
of the request.

PSO algorithm [189] Balancing the incoming
traffic of cloud.

Minimizes response
time.

Utilize the potential
of numerous
resources.

ACO algorithm with
SVM [169]

Balancing the workload
of the cloud with
improved accuracy.

Reduces migration
times, makespan, and
response time.

Addresses stability
and flexibility in
cloud infrastructure.

ABC optimization [204] Balancing the workload
of the distributed
systems.

Preemption of jobs to
speed up responsiveness
and operation.

Boosts performance
parameters of
quality.

GWO algorithm [205] To achieve load
balancing in cloud.

Resource distribution
and load balancing.

Targets to reduce
makespan as QoS
parameter.

FPSO-GA algorithm
[182]

Load balancing in cloud
while saving energy.

Metaheuristic load
balancing method for
saving energy.

Reduces energy
consumption,
Execution Cost and
Makespan.

Phasor PSO and
dragonfly algorithm
[206]

To produce the best
possible resource
allocation.

To investigate and
exploit the search area
effectively and
efficiently.

More robust,
reliable, and scalable
algorithm.

Whale optimization
improved [207]

Improved task
scheduling in a
cloud-based
environment.

Manages resource
distribution with
reduced cost and
makespan.

To increase the
potential for globally
optimized solution.

(Continued)
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Table 5 (continued)

Proposed method Main objective Area of interest Addressed
challenge(s)

Balancer genetic
algorithm (BGA) [208]

Task scheduling
approach for cloud.

Optimizes the
makespan and increases
the throughput.

Improves makespan.

Improved GWO
(iGWO) [152]

Load balancing in cloud
computing.

Resource distribution
with improved
performance.

Improves
convergences and
reduces cost.

The identified load balancing techniques can also be compared in terms of their implementation,
time complexity, and ability to adapt to changes in workload and associated challenges. The compar-
ison of some of the most implemented techniques by researchers is presented in Table 6.

Table 6: Summary of Load Balancing methods on the basis of implementation, time complexity,
adaptability and associated issue(s)

Algorithm Implementation Time complexity Adaptability Issue(s)

Static algorithm [84] Easy Low Very limited Current load and the
performance of server
is not considered.

Heuristic algorithm
[91]

Average Moderate/High Limited Run-time changes in
server processing and
the traffic is not
considered.

Dynamic algorithms
[55]

Complex High High Scalability, response
time are the associated
challenges.

Metaheuristic
algorithms [204]

Very complex Very high Very high Scalability,
computation overhead
and convergence are
the associated
challenges.

There are certain limitations and constraints associated with the development and implementation
of different load balancing algorithms. The algorithm’s complexity, communication overhead, costs
(setup cost, maintenance cost, communication cost and/or execution cost) [209] directly impact the
implementation. In the case of implementing a global load-balancer, there are always scalability chal-
lenges, inefficient resource utilization, adaptability issues and the need for intelligent configurations.
To effectively implement load balancing in a variety of cloud computing frameworks, addressing these
difficulties calls for rigorous planning, monitoring, and adjustment [57].
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When it comes to task scheduling, the time complexity of algorithms can vary significantly
based on how they are implemented. Specifically, this depends on the categories of jobs they are
balancing, the platforms they are working on, and the way load is identified and measured [210].
In general, the time complexity of static algorithms is lower than that of dynamic methods. This is
because static algorithms fail to adjust in real-time to changes and distribute jobs based on predefined
parameters. As a result their performance gradually deteriorates in scenarios where tasks are not
evenly distributed [87]. On the other hand, heuristic-based and dynamic algorithms have a higher
time complexity than static algorithms because they adjust mappings in real time. To maintain
load balance, they continuously monitor the system and reassign duties as required. Due to their
ability to adjust to changes, they perform better than static algorithms in dynamic environments.
Additionally, Metaheuristics can have extremely high time complexity especially in their setup and
iterative operations. The complexity primarily depends on the characteristics of the metaheuristics.
However, this high time complexity comes with significantly improved performance as they identify
near-optimal mappings in complicated and highly dynamic environments where standard methods
fail and/or are ineffective [211]. The most effective algorithm will depend on the specific requirements
and limitations of the environment in which it is implemented, it can be concluded. For instance,
in an extremely dynamic and challenging environment, the improved performance and flexibility of
metaheuristic-based algorithms totally justify their increased time complexities.

5 Comparative Analysis of the Reviewed Papers

This section addresses a detailed comparative analysis of the reviewed research in the context
of load balancing in cloud computing (see Figs. 4–6). The QoS metrics that are typically used by
authors when assessing load balancing methods are also compared. These features are essential when
developing and building a load balancing strategy. The effectiveness of the algorithm in cloud-based
services is evaluated using these metrics. These parameters play a major role in quantitively evaluating
how optimally the proposed load balancing algorithm distributes the incoming traffic. Several of
these metrics are used by researchers to evaluate the proposed approach; as a result, they should be
modified to prevent load balancing problems in the particular context of cloud-based services [212].
Afzal et al. [213] pointed out the measures employed in the existing studies. The parameters of quality
are presented below:

• Response time (RT) measures how quickly a device responds to a client request.
• Throughput (T) measures how fast customer queries are processed.
• Makespan (MS) measures how long it takes to complete the specified group of requests.
• Energy conservation (EC) shows the dependability and effectiveness of using electrical resources

for various DCs operations, such as giving servers and cooling systems the power they demand.
• Scalability (S) measures keep up with the users’ increasing and decreasing demands.
• Resource utilization (RU) measures the amount of resource consumption in the cloud DC.
• Cost (Ct) measures the expenses involved in distributing users’ requests throughout the DCs.
• Convergence (C) refers to a point in the problem space where an objective function is optimized.

The comparative analysis of state-of-the-art algorithms based on QoS is presented in Table 7.
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Figure 4: Load balancer’s QoS parameters targeted by researchers from 2010–2024

Figure 5: Trend of load balancing platforms from 2010–2024
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Figure 6: Percentage of the type of the targeted papers from 2010–2024

Table 7: Summary of targeted QoS parameters for load balancing By recent researchers

Algorithms (Year, reference) RT T MS EC S RU C Ct

Multi-Objective LB (2024, [194]) � � � � � � � �
HOA (2024, [191]) � � � � � � � �
CMOA(2023, [190]) � � � � � � � �
LBAA (2023, [203]) � � � � � � � �

PPSO-DA (2022, [178]) � � � � � � � �

FPSO-GA (2022, [182]) � � � � � � � �
Improved CSO (2022, [183]) � � � � � � � �

BGA (2021, [208]) � � � � � � � �

Fuzzy based GA (2020, [188]) � � � � � � � �
Multi Agent GA(2020, [109]) � � � � � � � �

Improved ABC (2020, [204]) � � � � � � � �
Grey Wolf Algo. (2020, [214]) � � � � � � � �

Improved GWO (2020, [215]) � � � � � � � �
Improved Bat (2020, [216]) � � � � � � � �

PSO (2019, [189]) � � � � � � � �

IPSO (2019, [158]) � � � � � � � �

From the literature review, a research gap in metaheuristic algorithms was identified based
on the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters of Load balancers. Most researchers are focusing on
response time, throughput, makespan, and resource utilization. However, there is still a need for
further improvement as the global load continues to increase. The identified load balancing techniques
enhance overall QoS by increasing availability, reliability, optimizing resource utilization, reducing
latency, enabling scalability, ensuring fault tolerance, handling traffic, and providing dynamic adapta-
tions for cloud-based applications and services. These load balancing techniques can be integrated with
existing cloud management platforms and tools. However, the ease and specificity of integration may
vary depending on various criteria, including compatibility with the cloud infrastructure, modification
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of parameters, configuration of network settings, adherence to load balancing procedure rules, utiliza-
tion of automation tools, ensuring security compliance, referring to documentation, and conducting
tests on various scenarios for better results.

Most algorithms noticeably lack energy consumption components. An essential gap in the current
era of energy efficiency, especially for distributed and mobile computing systems, is the lack of
algorithms that prioritize low energy consumption (EC). This is particularly important for applications
in settings with constrained energy supplies or high energy conservation priorities. Scalability is
another aspect of the algorithms that is underrepresented. The ability to scale efficiently is essential
as data quantities and computational needs continue to increase. There is a need to create algorithms
that can effectively manage vast amounts of data or adapt to different workload sizes, as most of
the listed methods do not specifically target scalability. Additionally, all the recently published work
considers response time (RT), makespan (MS), resource utilization (RU) and cost (Ct) as essential
QoS parameters that need improvement. Although several algorithms exhibit real-time processing
capabilities (RT), they often neglect to consider EC and scalability (S) at the same time. There is a lot
of research potential in creating algorithms that are scalable, energy-efficient, and capable of delivering
real-time performance. It seems that there are not many algorithms that can successfully satisfy
multiple requirements simultaneously. For instance, Table 7 does not clearly provide an approach that
is scalable, energy-efficient, and addresses both makespan (MS) and throughput (T). This indicates a
need for more comprehensive algorithms that strike a balance between several important performance
indicators. Therefore, there is still a need for the identified load balancing techniques to be extended or
modified to address multiple quality of service parameters at the same time. These extended, modified
or hybrid load balancing techniques will then offer multi-objective algorithms that can more effectively
tackle the emerging challenges or trends in cloud computing.

Fig. 4 illustrates that, of the load balancer’s enlisted QoS parameters, makespan is considered
the most, i.e., 16% of the time, followed by cost (14% of the time), response time (13% of the time),
execution time (9% of the time), resource utilization (8.5% of the time), throughput (approximate
7% of the time), and energy conservation (about 7% of the time). Only about 4.5% of the time is
considered migration time. Degree of Imbalance and processing time are considered around 3% of
the time, respectively, and computation time is considered 3.8% of the time. About 2% of the time,
CPU-time, fault tolerance, and scalability are taken into consideration. The least targeted performance
parameters are overhead, availability, bandwidth, convergence, reliability, and robustness. Fig. 5
presents the selected platforms by researchers to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
It concludes that most of the load balancing research work is performed by using simulation tools
and among the simulation tools CloudSim is the most preferred simulation tool. Additionally, only
11 papers deploy the proposed algorithms in a real-world environment (among which 5 cases use
Amazon services). Fig. 6 shows the percentage of the type (i.e., review, Comparative Analysis, Novel
Algorithm, Improved Algorithm or Hybrid Approach) of the targeted papers from 2010–2024. Fig. 7
shows the performance analysis of the Static Algorithm (SA), Traditional Dynamic Algorithm (TDA)
and Metaheuristic based Dynamic Algorithm (MDA) based on response time. The simulation is
conducted on CloudSim tool by using eclipse IDE with Cloudlets (i.e., user requests) are 50,100,300
and 500, respectively. The configurational characteristics of DCs, VMs, and cloudlets are compiled
in Table 8. In this simulation R-R algorithm is chosen as SA, WLC algorithm is chosen as TDA and
ACO algorithm is chosen as MDA.
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Figure 7: Response times of algorithms (When DCs = 3 and VMs = 25)

Table 8: The characteristics of a DC, VMs, and cloudlets

Components Characteristics Value(s)

DCs

Architecture x86
Operating system Linux
VMM Xen
Cost of processing 3.0
Cost of memory 0.05

VMs

Image size (MB) 10000
Ram (MB) 512
Processing speed (MIPs) 1000
Bandwidth 1000
Number of CPUs 1
VMM name Xen

Cloudlets

Total length 1000
File size 300
Output size 300
Required processing elements to process 1
Total number of allocated tasks 10

Fig. 7 shows that SA and TDA perform better under low workloads, but MDA still outperforms
them. As workloads increase MDA exhibits improved response time to a considerable degree,
suggesting its suitability for environments with dynamic and/or high user retention. This indicates that
MDA is an effective load balancing approach to maintain reduced response times and, consequently,
improved quality of service for cloud environments expecting unpredictable or increasing customer
demand.
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations

Cloud environment services are practically dynamic and unconstrained in operation. Load
balancing acts as a crucial factor concurrent to makespan for effective task scheduling, highlighting the
importance of multi-objective optimization. Traditional static scheduling algorithms often fall short in
meeting the realistic resource scheduling criteria of cloud environments, leading to significant resource
wastage [208]. As a result, the growing need for dynamic approaches encourages the development
of metaheuristic-based algorithms. These algorithms represent a major area of research, focusing
on improving the effectiveness of state-of-the-art resource scheduling methods for load balancing.
This study extensively explores the background literature concerning load balancing, with particular
attention given to metaheuristic-based algorithms. To explore a large search space of multiple
optimal alternatives, meta-heuristic algorithms are the most preferred option. Still, they come with
several associated challenges [217,218], such as difficulty in tracking dynamic allocation, increased
computational time, high computational costs, occasional difficulty in finding a global optimum,
susceptibility to being stuck in local optima, slow convergence speed, and limited accuracy. Hence,
various hybrid metaheuristic-based load balancing algorithms have been proposed to leverage their
complementary strengths. However, none have yet achieved improved convergence with scalability.
This review identifies a critical research gap that necessitates addressing the challenge of load balancing
in cloud computing, aiming for both global optimization and rapid convergence simultaneously.

The systematic review presented herein highlights several key recommendations that both prac-
titioners and researchers should consider for the effective implementation of load balancing tech-
niques in cloud computing. These recommendations encompass various aspects, including cost
considerations, types of applications, scalability needs, Quality of Service (QoS) parameters, fault
tolerance, associated overheads, adaptability, and security requirements. Furthermore, it emphasizes
the importance of staying abreast of the latest advancements and keeping comprehensive records.
Researchers are advised to first gain a thorough understanding of the set-up, objectives, and associated
costs, aiming to achieve an optimal balance between cost and functionality. Security considerations
are also paramount across all environments. Moreover, it is advisable to conduct compatibility
assessments among platforms, tools, and services when selecting a load balancing technique for any
given infrastructure. It also emphasizes how crucial it is to choose the best load balancing technique
strategically, considering the requirements of cloud-based apps and their deployment circumstances.
To ensure that user satisfaction achieves QoS specifications, practitioners must commence their efforts
by accurately defining the primary goals of the cloud application. Prior to implementation, a thorough
analysis of the deployment environment (i.e., public, private, or hybrid) is also necessary. This entails
knowing each type’s inherent qualities as well as how they fit the needs of the application and
security regulations. An important part of this selection practice is also figuring out the typical
pattern of incoming user requests. Practitioners can select a load balancing method that guarantees
efficient utilization of resources and maintains high levels of service uptime and responsiveness by
examining these patterns, which helps them better predict variations in load. Consequently, with a
thorough investigation, it is advised that future studies focus on the creation of dynamic, adaptive
load balancing strategies that are capable of sensibly adapting to shifting workload dynamics and
deployment conditions. These developments have the potential to substantially enhance cloud-based
services’ scalability, effectiveness, and overall performance. Furthermore, load balancing solutions
need to be reviewed and improved upon to maintain the rapid evolution of the cloud computing
landscape and the emergence of new technologies and architectures. By consistently introducing new
ideas and adapting to changing circumstances, CSPs will attempt to satisfy user expectations and
expand the realm of possibilities that are feasible in cloud computing.
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Several core improvements are required to improve the performance of load balancing algorithms
for cloud-based environments in the coming years. Practitioners and/or researchers must accept the
fact that with the increase in dynamic incoming traffic, it is highly necessary to develop enhanced
algorithms for efficient resource management and optimal load distribution. The designed algorithms
must be able to identify the optimum tracking frequency ranges, variable thresholds, low migration
cost, and data transmission overheads. Furthermore, there are computational overheads related to
various essential operations, including VM migration, task migration, and system state monitoring.
All load balancing activities need to be optimized to facilitate the improved scheduling of resources.
To anticipate potential unbalanced conditions with high accuracy, more efficient workload estimation
techniques must be devolved. Considering the literature, it can be inferred that, even though network
capacity is crucial to cloud computing due to significant network traffic, the necessary consideration
of networking elements’ effective utilization has not been made. Significant implications like network
outages, loss of information, and delays in communication may result from this. Therefore, more
accurate and improved load balancing algorithms should be created to effectively utilize the network’s
resources. Most load balancing methods for cloud computing are currently created and validated using
simulation toolkits.

The review can be improved in the future by providing a practical implementation of algorithms
in real-world scenarios. To determine the applicability of any load balancing algorithm in an actual
cloud configuration, it must undergo real-world execution. In order to accurately compare proposed
load balancing strategies, the effectiveness of the techniques for load balancing needs to be assessed
in relation to the standard setup. Inter-cloud load balancing solutions, in which many cloud service
providers may cooperate, are necessary to address the constantly increasing and highly unpredictable
service needs in the cloud.
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